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Abstract

In computer graphics, many traditional problems are now better handled by deep-learning based data-driven methods. In applications that operate on regular 2D domains, like image processing and computational photography, deep networks are state-of-the-art, beating dedicated hand-crafted methods by significant margins. More recently, other domains such as geometry processing, animation, video processing, and physical simulations have benefited from deep learning methods as well. The massive volume of research that has emerged in just a few years is often difficult to grasp for researchers new to this area. This tutorial gives an organized overview of core theory, practice, and graphics-related applications of deep learning.
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1. Outline and Motivation

In the last few years, advances in computational power assisted by easy-to-use GPU resources have resulted in an amazing resurrection in research centered around machine learning, particularly neural networks (including CNNs, RNNs, LSTMs, etc.). Given suitable training data, neural networks provide a surprisingly unified setup for learning non-linear functions. Considering the many scenarios in graphics where we have easy access to (synthetic) training data (e.g., from rendering, simulation, scanning, etc.), neural networks (NNs), particularly deep neural networks (DNNs), provide the perfect tools for many challenging graphics applications, both in research and industry. Therefore, we believe, NNs are now essential tools in any graphics researcher’s toolbox. Hence, it is in our collective best interest to understand the basic theory and common practices related to such data-driven frameworks.

In computer graphics, the NN-based success examples are too many to list. For example, in image processing and computational photography, many classical problems, such as denoising, edge-preserving filtering, upsampling, super-resolution, tone mapping, etc., have been shown to be particularly suitable for such NN-based processing and the corresponding methods are state-of-the-art, beating dedicated hand-crafted methods. The situation is similar in geometry processing, animation, video processing, and physical simulations. While almost all the subareas in graphics have seen a significant rise of interest in DNNs, the massive volume of research that has emerged in just a few years is often difficult to grasp for researchers new to this area. This tutorial was created as a platform to organize the relevant corpus and go over the core theory, practice (implementation tricks and tips), and graphics-related applications.

The tutorial brings together a team of machine learning (ML) and graphics researchers, who have been working on different fronts of deep learning, with a good background to teach and explain the basics of neural networks and discuss in detail the science behind system design decisions and architecture choices for various applications that have been explored in computer graphics research.

The goal of this tutorial is to provide the basics of deep learning to researchers so that they can join the research effort to drive the field forward. Course notes/slides and example code is available via the course website.

2. Audience Background

We expect members of the audience to have a background in computer graphics and have been researching on one of its subareas. Familiarity with basic linear algebra notations (vectors, tensors, etc.) and experience with standard single- and multi-variable optimization will be advantageous. No prior experience in neural networks will be assumed. We would assume the participants to have a good programming background.

3. Structure

1 Introduction

a) Motivation and the Rise of Data-driven Graphics
b) Brief History of Machine Learning
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c) Simulation vs. Data-driven Graphics
d) Examples from Graphics

2 Background Theory
a) Regression
b) Optimization
c) Hyper-parameters and Parameters
d) Loss
e) Data

3 Neural Networks - Basics
a) Perceptrons
b) Nonlinearities
c) Backpropagation
d) Training / Optimization
e) Deep Networks
f) Convolutional Neural Networks

4 Neural Networks - Applications
a) Autoencoders
b) Variational Autoencoders
c) Generative Adversarial Networks
d) Deep Learning Frameworks

5 Data
a) Popular Datasets
b) Data Augmentation
c) Collecting Data
d) Synthetic Data

6 Beyond 2D: 3D, Time, Unstructured Data and More
a) Recursive Neural Networks
b) 3D Data (Mesh, Pointclouds)
c) Visualizing Features
d) Using Features
e) Feature Inversion
f) Physical Simulation

7 Outlook
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